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THE CURE

Leave it a bit, he said, 
that hole you worry at, 
and so I left it, and
after a while began to feel 
that, if not healed, it was 
grown over with the spiky
grass that long, dry summers 
bring. In bed at night
I would imagine it (almost 
concealed) the way we buried 
treasure in our childhood games 
and, growing confident, there 
were days when I could say 
it was no longer there; and 
nights when I could dream 
of other things. Yet it 
surprised me when I found 
a sense of loss had grown 
about i t : the days seemed longer, 
emptier, and so entirely free 
of pain it was as though
a part of something I had 
called myself had gone. There
was a night when, sleepless 
with a lack of purpose, I 
began to probe the wound again, 
prising apart the grasses which 
had matted like protective skin: 
at first it would admit only the 
thin tip of my smallest finger— 
yet even this became a kind of 
triumph!—and, persevering through



a slow decade, I broke resistance
down until my whole hand 
could explore it. Now
I thought I would recall the pain 
that such exposure of a broken surface 
brings, but was disgusted when I found, 
at the deepest part of its dry heart, 
a nest of dead, black chrysalids 
that never would grow wings.

WHEN MY FATHER DIED

On the day my father died
all the hoops in the neighborhood rang 
skate wheels shrilled on summer pavements 
and I in my blakey boots clanged one foot

in each gutter,

On the day my father died
girls were running autumn-eyed, with wild hair 
and hands of silk; peg-tops had come round again 
and in the sky the angels were as plain as wings

But on the day my father died

white faces fell from every window
and every house found rooms of tears to hide
while I, joy-jumping, empty eyed sang on the day

my father died
Now my father dies a little every day
And the faces from each window grow like mine.

Edwin Brock.



CERTAIN FLOWERS

Certain flowers fold in
upon themselves at night,
and we interpret this
as something physical;
this way all problems reconcile
themselves, like flowers, to darkness.

Petal upon petal flowers 
hold in their sight: it is 
the night, we say, as though 
night-time in itself 
was something to be feared—  
clearly the problem, if it dares 
to answer us, is overawed 
by this superiority 
of insight and of brain.

It is another question
that I cannot answer
and, finding there’s so little
to he said, I have begun
to study flowers: I have evolved
a way of covering my head
withdrawing slowly, hour by hour,
from stem and stamen to
the near-forgotten seed.

But even this begets a need: 
for at the heat of noon I’ll find 
I am withdrawing from the sun 
and slipping headlong to 
some cellar underground.
Someday someone will be around 
to talk with me and, finding 
that I am not there, will make 
arrangements for my funeral.

Edwin Brock



HENRY JAMES ON THE GRAND CANAL

In splendid ritual 
O f gondolas James went,
after the funeral 
O f the Duchess of Kent,
Through Venice to deposit 
In her beloved canal 
Remnants of her closet:
Coats, hats, a Spanish shawl, 
Chemise and chemisette—
Both gowns and underthings. 
These, watered down, got wet.
But would not sink. James wrings 

Them dry. Legends and clothes 
Fetch me comparison 
With legendary prose 
Floating in the sun.
As for the gowns retrieved.
Gowns that never conceived 
Blossom— they umbrella 
At Arestino’s piers.
While ‘'Bella, cosa bella”
Shout the gondoliers.

R . W. Stallman



THE ANGEL'S REVELATION

1.
In the light and the shade of a young dusk 
I am gradually drained of kisses and embraces.
There is a naked angel, watching me from afar, 
offering me a flight of hopes without direction.
From his stretched wings in the somnolent light 
drifts the silence of his infinite gesture, 
handing to me the lake of his profound eyes, 
where I see my whole self like a stretched bow-

2 .

Like a bow stretched over awakened time,
I grow in the sky of autumn and spring 
from an immense summer of vital plenitude,
which gives me its pulp like a ripened fruit.
My fruit, sprung from the patient depth,
forcing itself forth in the unquiet night, 
humbly seen in the first light of dawn,
first germination of the winged thought!
Pure center of the spurting, ceaseless water, 
negation of the desert, a suffered eternity
with the intimate brush of the wing, stretching 
from the impossible Body of the suspect Bird.

3.
In the bend of the bow my eyes melt, 
longing for the Whole, opening into horizons,
searching for the arrow its tension conceals from me. 
I approach the light; I am covered by its dream.
The angel drowns me with his infinite gesture, 
and tenderly leaves me, sleeping in hope.
The trembling caress of his ecstatic kiss 
keeps vibrating in me, like the echo of a bow.



OPENED WINDOW

Late at night. That star imagines 
that she is almost the gleam of my eyes- 
The strength of this unbounded wind 
agrees with her ambition.

The rose watches 
to see if its word of comfort 
drifts up with its perfume-

Perhaps it is the sound
Of its inner sigh that moves me,
that opens to her illusion these lofty spheres.
I allow the deceit to continue.
With soft words in the eternal meadow 
dawn will gradually tell her her error.

— Enrique de Rivas
all translated by William Fense Weaver



LETTER To A YOUNG POET

If I write poems about myself to you,
Surely you understand I write about you
To yourself, my part of the pronoun a miror,
The silvered back that shows you how yon feel. 
Of course, I can see through, and you cannot. 
This morning I turned the mirror around; maybe 
The poems I write about you to myself 
Would catch me telling myself truth of me.

It is not that sort of a mirror. You cannot 
See me through it, and I cannot see you,
And what I was looking at was not me at all.
At first I thought I had found that opposite 
Yeats says lurks and wanders in the world 
Somewhere for each one, his not-himself.
I had always sought this revelation of evil. 
Confronted by my worst, I could re-make 
My best self, counterparting the extremes.
That this other might be my angel, I demon,
Ancestral habit never allowed.

It was neither.
But it was both. Both faces surfaced there,
Almost smoothed into one on the thin glass,
And neither was naked, either one masked one.

I had not thought the situation so desperate.

Demon would not rise, nor angel fall.
No triumph, no defeat, in fact no battle.
We grow not better nor worse as we grow old, 
Only more like ourselves, and here I was,
Pinched in my own metaphor, that began 
So harmlessly, supposing a double mirror.

The harm was in doing it by morning light.
Write when the world is miles away in bed.
Never tell anyone what you’re working on.
Lock up the worksheets, for some library 
After you’re dead, or burn them all now.
Neither give nor take courses in writing poems. 
Some mystery about it is only decent. Don’t



Even wear disguises. The poet is alone.
Had I not been warned? I’d twitched a loose end 
Before, and had the poem come clattering down,
A  slither of rotted adjectives and whiches,
The ill-timbered concept a woodpile, and my hair 
Dirtied by slow-settling dust; no broken bones.

I know how the balance rests, not rests but rides 
On an invisible point sprung from another point 
Held there by nothing, a secret, dark as rock.
It is a spell one says, that is never said.
An edge of it may be touched by an edge of mind. 
But first the omens must be listened for,
And I had heard some, but they dwindled off,
And I mistook the silence for that other.
Well, I was lucky. One disaster in one day.

Others have poked their brains into the trap,
Bled nonsense a little at the nipped nose,
And got wiped up and the rag thrown aside,
For talking about it. A  painter ‘blithely refers;’
Or he ‘works in controlled collisions of force.’
O f Brahms’ Sonata for Cello, No. 1,
We read that ‘hearing it is swimming in a dark 
Aquarium up toward the sunshiny violin.’

Consider the non-English-speaking physicist 
Visiting Einstein, and how only in chalk 
They happily blackboarded formulae for hours. 
Glass for the glass-man. For the sculptor stone,
A  shapely three dimensions out of lump.
For Brahm’s cellist his four-string alphabet.
And non-English-speaking critics for all of us.
Let all metaphor in words be the poet’s.

I shall write poems about myself to myself,
Like this one, or not like this, or this very one,
And about you to you, a little night-wording 
For words’ sake on a well-tempered typewriter.

John Holmes



NEARÄ'S SONG

Who feeds love on its blackberry hill?
Who makes lovers love and why?
And what do they know thereafter ?

The moon burns down and the brook is low
And the tomcat's eyes are black as coal
Who embarks them on its cars
That go to lands of animals
Where fruits must fall and bees must tread,
All day long in their pitch black beds,
The flowers that stare ?
Who makes lovers love?

I thought I knew when I took the cars,
My blood was fierce because of scars,
I came with ancient thoughts and sport 
And greensman kindling of a rite,
Wine, mushrooms, and a silk,
And my time was short.

With revery from caverns and delight 
That in dark dwelling places brims how bright 
And memory they leave for us at night—
The little ones.



With shells and ferns, who thought I knew 
What lovers were, and what to bring 
To this cool land of reedy gusts and nests. 
Who thought I knew— what is it, what? 
That we may know, not knowing it?
When every sprig of bush and wood, 
Bramble and willow shoot and light 
Flaring and jouncing overhead,
All partridges of sun and moon-eyed birds, 
Were sent by it.

Let ns not say what wisdom is 
Nor what its wages are of years,
Like toppling moss.
To wear a sleep upon the sense,
Rank as sloth or rank as rust,
Nor then with no sweet stir of breath—
Why, whatever gets you back
What false death takes, and for all life,
If that you've not ?

Jean Garrigue



XMAS IN NEW YORK, SANTA WITH A GUN

D EA R  GEORGE— Something hates me there, hates you
Hates everything. And is always
Shooting things. And they all fall down, loudly
Or softly, and disappear. And then
Come back, and are there, and are shot again.
The buildings, the cats, dogs, the pigeons 
Indians— the sun, moon, all the flags 
The things in Klein’s, in Sale’s, Macy’s. They 
All fall down. Like they were never there.

And Santa Claus, the Store Detective 
. . .  caught me, George. I was only stealing 
Toys, an erection set, a small train 
(dead things, things that’d already been shot 
Things on the verge of disappearing).
Thief! thief!! he started shooting at me.
But I got away.

Everything
Was falling down, was hating me. — George,
Why is it like that there ?

Santa Claus!
All the little kids were crying. BANG 
His .38 police pistol, BAN G!!
The mothers chasing me, the fathers 
Aunts & uncles, TV-antennas 
Elevateds, statues, all the flags 
The United Nations— Russia, Israel 
Pakistan.. .

I took a taxi. Yes,
I like you, said the hack. But we fell
Off the Brooklyn Bridge; and drowned. The East
River laughed. And then the Bridge fell down,
The Indians, and the sky fell down;
And God tried to, hard, but couldn’t ;
And cried. And people wanted to jump,
And couldn’t — where’s the Bridge ? where’s the sky ? 
Where’s God? Where were they ever! I screamed. 
S A N T A  C L A U S— he was up there shooting 
At me. And he killed me, George, he killed me 
Three times, four times. . .  and knew that I had drowned.

Robert S. Sward



CONVERSATION GALANTE

At Caen such tripe is less a la mode than here.
In Paris at Easter when Sunday falls on a Monday 
The effect suffocates like that bitter-sweet smell which deepens 
Round the angel smocks of rich men who waste in steam rooms 
Yet fail to be Roman—

“Pass time with both kidneys and a swiftly relaxing bladder, 
Through life like a dose of fruit salts and vice versa”—
Just deepens, deepens, does not dissipate
With time like normal smells— if this was a foretaste
You won’t smile long in Hell.

THE DANCER IN THE ROOMS

The first room was light and cool 
As an empty Mason jar.
Two was hot and black as tar.
In the third a little girl 
landed me brittle stars.
In four I changed sand dollars 
For due suit and black hair.
Room five held a dancing bear!
In six you smiled at me—  
I danced up the winding stairs.

Michael Lebeck



READING GENESIS TO A BLIND CHILD

I am hiding beside you to tell you 
What the world itself cannot show, 
That you walk with an untold sight 
Beyond the best reach of my light. 
Try as you can to bear with me 
As I struggle to see what you see 
Be born of the language I speak.

Claw, feather, fur, and beak,
The beasts come under your hand 
As into the Ark, from a land 
That a cloud out of Hell must drown, 
But for you, my second-bom son.
The sheep, like your mother’s coat, 
The bear, the bird, and the goat

Come forth, and the cunning serpent.
I am holding my right arm bent 
That you may take hold of the curve 
O f round, warm skin that must serve 
For evil. Now, unbreathing, I take 
A  pin, for the tooth of the snake.
You gravely touch it, and smile

Not at me, but into the world 
Where you sit in the blaze of a book 
With lion and eagle and snake 
Represented by pillow and pin,
By feathers from hats, and thin 
Gull-wings of paper, loosed 
From pages my fingers have traced



With the forms of free-flying birds;
And these are the best of my words.
If I were to ask you now 
To touch the bright lid of my eye 
Might I not see what you see ?
Would my common brain not turn 
To untellable vision, and burn

With the vast, creative color 
O f dark, and the serpent, hidden forever 
In the trembling right arm of your father, 
Not speak? Can you take this book 
And bring it to life with a look?
And can you tell me how 
I have made your world, yet know

No more than I have known?
The beasts have smelled the rain,
Yet none has wailed for fear.
You touch me; I am here.
A  hand has passed through my head,
And this is the hand of the Lord.
I have called forth the world in a word,

And am shut from the thing I have made.
I have loosed the grim wolf on the sheep; 
Yet upon the original deep 
O f your innocence, they lie down 
Together; upon each beast is a crown 
O f patience, immortal and bright,
In which is God-pleasing delight.



Your grace to me is forbidden,
Yet I am remembering Eden 
As you sit and play with a sword 
O f fire, made of a word,
And I call through the world-saving gate 
Each word creating your light:
All things in patient tones,

Birds, beasts, and flowering stones,
In each new word- something new 
The world cannot yet show.
All earthly things I have led 
Unto your touch, have been fed 
Thus on the darkness that bore them,
By which they most mightily shine,

And shall never know vision from sight, 
Nor light from the Source of all light. 
The sun is made to be hidden,
And the meaning and prospect of Eden 
To go blind as a stone, until touched, 
And the ship in a greenwood beached 
Not rise through the trees on a smoke

O f rain, till that flood break,
The sun go out in a cloud 
And a voice remake it aloud,
Striving most gently to bring 
A fit word to everything,
And to come on the thing it is seeking 
Within its speaking, speaking.

James Dickey



A TILE FOR THE DOCTOR'S DAUGHTER

I am a mental patient, (they call us that)
And I have painted on a tile an orange cat 
Sitting in a bed of flowers. They look 
Like tulips, and all of them are colored the exact 
Same orange as the cat. We are allowed to paint 
Whatever things we want to at O.T.
(O.T. means Occupational Therapy;
We have it every Thursday at the shop.)

Last week one of the doctors talked to me 
About the cat. He said, look at his face,
And when I looked, he said, what do you see?
I said, the orange cat I painted. But 
The doctor said, he looks like you, he has 
Your face, just look again. I tried to see 
What he could mean but all I saw was just 
An orange cat. Its fur was colored just 
The same as all the tulips where it sat.

They sold the tile today to Doctor 
Jackson’s daughter ; it’s like a real store now.
I heard her tell her mother, what a nice tile,
It looks just like the kitten Rainbow had.
Yes, her mother said, while I wrapped it up 
For them. They didn’t look at me, just at 
The tile. And I know why, because I don’t 
Look like a cat. The doctor must be wrong.

Florence Victor



VERY PRIVATE INDEED

Death is such a personal thing 
Private as all hell 
(Pussy in the well)
People can tell you a lot but not 
About death is such a personal thing.

I can hear the doorbell ring.
So can you.
You’ll know what to do when kisses rain on you rain on me 
But not
When death is such a personal thing 
(Very private indeed.)

I can hear a sweet bird sing loud and clear
I love you my dear
But when the taker is near
Death is such a personal thing.
(Private as all hell.)

Samuel L. Albert



FUNERAL AT DAWN

I stand in a ring of sunlight on a corner.
It is none of my business what those men dig forth. 
The tall one yawns, the fat one races the motor, 
And another drops a wet sack into the earth 
And softly curses while tomatoes spatter.

Those garbage men, those rude mechanicals 
Who cannot read what I have written here 
Likely as not, those charming pastorals 
Pose for the poem’s lie, and do not care 
Whether or not this rhythm flies or falls.

Without listening, they hear the snores 
Of plump lawyers asleep behind clean walls.
Without asking, they know not even whores 
Get up as early as they. Inside the halls 
O f pomp, the roach crawls gently under doors.

Being myself both hypocrite and liar 
O f skill, I might approve this pretty scene:
The dead untroubled, and the living afire 
Only to cart the sewage off unseen.
Yet I have risen. I must face the fear:

Turning his face away, the straw-boss now 
Probes with a sure mortician’s grace beneath 
A  flap of canvas flung across the jaw 
O f  half-rotten dog. The others laugh 
Into a mock-parade of mourners, and throw

The corpse over the tail-gate, and its head 
Bursts from its thorax, and it has no eyes,
Being blind as lawyers still asleep in bed.
And, while the trash-men’s fingers drip surprise,
I stare into the mirror in my head.

James Wright
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IS THERE SOMETHING?

“Is there something 
I can bring 
you up there?” 
called a person 
from the bottom 
of the stair.

I had yet 
a cigarette 
and a drink 
by my bed, 
so I said,
“ I hardly think

so right now.” 
Somehow 
as she started 
down the walk 
just to talk 
easy hearted

with the next-door 
neighbor, 
she fell. It 
must have been 
I was in 
immediate 
need of—-what?

E. S. M iller



FROM THE DIARY OF JOHN DOE
Valentine’s Day; 1952.
Having nothing better to do,
I, John Doe, went for a stroll down Main St.

Now I must confess I was given a start 
When I saw the first lopsided heart 
Chalked on the vacant warehouse wall.

And scrawled in the middle for all to see 
Was the legend, DM loves JD.
And the heart was pierced by an arrow.

I saw the next one on the window
O f the butcher shop, and so
I followed the trail of crooked hearts
Past the schoolhouse and the railway station
Out to the fairgrounds. The sun
Was just beginning to set when I found

One fleshly carved in a big maple, bleeding sap.
I knew I was getting warm and sure enough through a gap 
in the alders I saw the corpse.

She lay curled up in the light snow.
Overhead in the branches a sable crow
Rasped. I kicked some dead leaves over her as best I could



And then waited for the sun to go down 
Before taking the back road into town.
And I shall say nothing about this crime

For after all, what should I say?
Listen, sheriff, I was walking in the woods the other day 

And I just happened to run across a body.”

And would he then applaud my zeal 
Or rather make me feel
That bodies are better left in the woods where they belong?

I don’t know who the girl was;
I didn’t look at her because
The initials DM meant nothing to me.

Who is the slayer? Who the slain?
I, John Doe, of sound body and sane 
Mind, abstain.

James C. Waugh



ROCK POOL

If in abandoned peace 
Darkle the weeded bride,
Her sparkle will release 
The resurrecting tide.
Her splendors still increase 
Where secret they abide.
What weed and waft withhold 
Spills in a sudden roil,
So supervening seas 
Start the eternal foil

O f phosphorescent gold, 
Carmine and lucid blue,
Purer than earthly sky . . . 
Under the cry and hue 
The unsayable display 
An infinite lift and stay 
Betrays in hue and dye 
When the weeds waver and part 
Between a wave and a wave 
An instant’s calm apart.

Tracy Montminy
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